
“Fall Perspective Landscape”

Lesson Plan

Step 1:  Drawing the Tree
As a class, demonstrate how to draw a “Y Tree” 
and make sure some of the branches go off the 
paper. Next, draw your horizon line behind the 
tree. 

Step 2:  Adding Details and Color
Using creative ideas (generate ideas with a 
brainstorm) students may draw in pencil some 
TINY items on the horizon line, MEDIUM items 
in the middle ground and LARGE items in the 
foreground. Must be realistic for fall. Must 
include something in each of the 3 areas.  

As a class, demo how to draw texture on a tree. 
Outline the texture with dark brown crayon or 
colored pencils. Color in with light brown crayon. 
These are neutral colors. Using colored pencils 
color in all your SMALLEST details using colors 
of your choice. Using crayon color in the larger 
details.  
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Step 3:  Painting the Trees
Using Cool Colored rubbing crayons, color the 
grass and sky. Be sure to go around your other 
objects.

Using warm colored paint (red and yellow) show 
how to use a dabbing technique with a small 
brush to create a leaf texture. As you mix, you 
will have orange between the yellow and red. 
Don’t over mix. Drying rack when done.

Tip: To evaluate this, have students put a sticky 
note on their artwork labeling the background, 
middle-ground and foreground.  

Get more plans  |  www.theartofed.com

Objective:  Students will show perspective 
in artwork for the first time. 

Materials
• White construction paper 12x18
• Brown colored pencils/crayons
• Red and Yellow Tempera Paint
• Colored Pencils and Crayons

Motivation
•  Talk about how the leaves change in the fall, and 

how leaves are usually warm colors. 

• Introduce Landscape and perspective. Do objects 
appear larger or smaller when they are far away?

• What types of things might we see outside in the 
fall? 


